Nautical Information Services:
New VTS equipment for Oberwesel Control Center
SCHNOOR APPLICATIONS

The regional river control center Oberwesel Safety of shipping on the river Rhine

Building of the RvZ Oberwesel on the River Rhine

This report describes renewal and modernization of the VTS control center systems for the
Oberwesel/Germany regional river control center (RvZ). While shipping on the open sea and rivers is significantly different, VTS centers for both
have a lot in common.
In February 2015 the regional river control center
(RvZ) Oberwesel has been handed over to the

The RvZ Oberwesel is part of the Bingen regional unit of
the German Waterways administration. By its information, control and support services it strongly contributes
to the safety of shipping with its high density of traffic on
the river Rhine.
A key element among the tasks of the RvZ Oberwesel regional centre is VHF radio voice communication
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German waterways administration after renewal
of the control center system for communications.
Before setting into operation, during a one-year
migration period the aged relay-based system
was replaced by a digital IP-based radio switching
system with full redundancy for remote control
of the radio base stations.
Authors: Michael Stichnothe, Schnoor Industrieelektronik GmbH & Co.
KG, Büdelsdorf, was project leader in Oberwesel.

with ships for nautical information services. Radio connections are established between ships and radio base
stations run by the German Waterways Administration
located along the riversides. The radio base stations are
linked to the RvZ Oberwesel via a backhaul network
and centrally controlled from the RvZ. Nautical information sent to ships by the RvZ Oberwesel include
directives, hints, water level information and warnings

Always in service via IP

New working position ‘Radar Lookout‘

to ships. Furthermore, the RvZ will accept emergency
messages from vessels, inform agencies involved and – to
the extent necessary – issues initial waterways police orders. The RvZ will provide consultation about the situation around the vessel concerned to ships‘s masters and
agencies involved with the incident. This way the RvZ
contributes to a fast and efficient help on site.
The regional responsibility of the RvZ Oberwesel
stretches far beyond its vicinity to the following waterways:
● River RHINE between Iffezheim and Rolandseck
● River MAIN between Hanau and mouth to river
Rhine
● River NECKAR from Heilbronn to Feudenheim
● River MOSEL from Apach to Koblenz
● River SAAR from Saarbrücken to the mouth to river
Mosel

Further tasks and services fulfilled in the RvZ Oberwesel
are:
Automatic Identification System (AIS)
AIS supports – besides transmitting the ship‘s own identity – simple and fast exchange of informationen among
vessels and with the riverside-based fixed radio stations.
AIS has become mandatory on the river Rhine in 2015.

Control unit for the VHF radio relay

Radar services
Via radar stations on the river banks, speed and heading are computed from radar echos for vessels approching the nautical challenging section of the river between
Oberwesel and St. Goar. Radar targets and AIS positions
are added to electronic river charts displayed on monitors in the RvZ. These allow the staff of the RvZ Oberwesel a fast and optimum view of the traffic situation at
any time.
Lookout services
The Rhine valley between Oberwesel und St. Goar is
very deep and curved over a length of 5 km. Therefore,
depending on the size of the vessels involved, an encounter of vessels in curves must be avoided. RvZ Oberwesel
controls visual „traffic“ lights located on the banks of the
river according to the size of vessels.
Reporting system (MIB)
Via VHF radio or electronically ship‘s masters report to
RvZ Oberwesel at certain reporting points. The report
to RvZ Oberwesel includes information on vessel type,
vessel name, length, width, crew, cargo etc. In case of
an average this information can be provided to rescue
forces in order to allow them to create a solid assessment of the situation on site.
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New infrastructure for the main services

Nautical information service working position after renewal

VHF radio relay
Direct radio contact ship to ship on maritime VHF channel 10 would not be possible in the curved section of
the river Rhine between Oberwesel und St. Goar. Radio
base stations located on the river bank in Oberwesel and
St. Goar interconnected allow ship-to ship communication over the entire distance of this critical sector.
These services - in connection with the nautical information service for direct voice communiction with ships
– help to manage traffic and keep shipping safe. With a
high density of traffic and the ever growing size of ships
travelling, particularly on the critical and challenging passage between Bingen and St. Goar, these services are
essential to meet 21st century standards for safety in
shipping.

Planning phase
In 2012 the German Waterways Authority decided to
introduce a completely new infrastructure for the main
services in the Oberwesel RvZ. A Europe-wide tender
was issued by the departments in charge. Radio systems
specialist Schnoor Industrieelektronik GmbH & Co. KG
from Büdelsdorf/Germany won the European tender
and planned and built an innovative, IP-based system designed with full redundancy, which is introduced in the
following in more detail.
The award for renewal of the RvZ Oberwesel included
the installation of four new control centre desks including all required equipment for the services:
-
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Nautical information services
Reporting system (MIB)
Radar service
Lookout service
VHF radio relay (maritime VHF channel10)

SCHNOOR innovative IP-based
communication system

New equipment room RvZ Oberwesel

Besides new equipment to be delivered in the course of
the renewal some of the existing equipment still to be
used was installed in the new equipment room of the
RvZ Oberwesel.
During construction and migration it was required that
no service was unavailable for a period longer than 8
hours.

The compelling reason for introducing the VoIP radio
interface for the nautical information service is that over
time other connections than IP are going to disappear
from modern telecommunication networks.
IP as a transmission protocol has obvious benefits:

In addition to the renewal of the RvZ Oberwesel, the existing 60 radio base stations on the river banks of Rhine,
Main, Neckar, Mosel and Saar had to be connected to
the RvZ Oberwesel via IP connections.

-

Technical Implementation

-

The system integrator, Schnoor Industrieelektronik
GmbH & Co. KG, had already prior to the award for
RvZ Oberwesel developped and installed two similar
digital IP-based radio switching systems for nautical information services in the RvZ Minden and RvZ Goessethal regional river control centres according to the
FVT standards of the German Waterways Administration. This well-proven system was largely adopted for
the RvZ Oberwesel.

-

-

-

Standard transmission paths can be used at moderate
cost.
Ethernet-based hardware, such as switches, is available at low purchase cost, is inexpensive in maintenance and support and can be exchanged with
standard commercial off-the shelf items in the future.
Besides a low initial investment, this provides a superior long-term view compared to proprietary system
solutions.
The packet-switched IP-based architecture can be integrated into a fully redundant system.
Ethernet-based cabling is ideal for control rooms using industry standard cabling systems.
Additional functions such as voice recording or announcement systems can easily be integrated into IP
data stream.
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Fully redundant layout of system administration

Safety levels
The required high level of system availability for the nautical information service was a key driver in project planning. The system architecture can not only compensate
the failure of any sytem component. Even complete failure of a subsystem would not make the RVZ Oberwesel
unavailable to shipping in case of an emergency.

Working positions
The core of the digital communication system for nautical information is a clustered digital radio processor and
radio server. Radio base stations as well as handsets and
loudspeakers at the operating positions is generally done
via VoIP. The radio processor handles switching of the
voice paths. The radio server handles connection setup

and termination as well as monitoring the entire nautical
information service system.
Control of the nautical information service radio base
stations spread within the territory served is done via
radio interface modules. These modules contain both
protocols for the older legacy control systems and for
VoIP in order to support a smooth network migration.
For broadcasting of messages the automatic voice announcement and messaging system (ASIS) of the manufacturer LIS has been integrated. The ASIS is connected
via interface cards to the radio processor and a control
interface of the radio server.
For recording of voice communication voice logging
equipment for long term storage has been included in
the system.

Installation
Installation of the new systems was carried out in a
number of stages.
In the first phase, new system cabinets and associated
power and IP cabling were installed. All system cabinets
were interconnected by means of a structured cabling
system, which allowed a flexible interconnection of systems to be installed. This required a total of some 7000
m of CAT.7 cabling.
During the next phase, system equipment for radio
communication, for the reporting system (MIB) and the
lookout system were installed in the system cabinets and
taken into operation from a provisional interim working
position.

Radio cabinets for digital communication system
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Subsequently the old workplace for radar and look out
services was removed and immediately the new working position for these services was successfully put into
service. During this time, the radio base station sites on
the river Rhine were equipped with VoIP connections in

Highest level of availability based on industry-standard IP
- a solution also for you!

parallel with the existing old analog terminations. From
now on, the new system could be put into full operation
without any drawbacks for the nautical information services operations.
After successfull completion of the previously agreed
trail period the remaining old working positions in the
RvZ Oberwesel could be removed and replaced with the
new control centre desks. Then all remaining equipment
from the old equipment room was transferred to the
new equipment room in the lower floor of the building.

Setting into operation and
acceptance tests

Summary
The fully redundant layout of the system administration
and of IP transmission paths as well as available support
systems such as a modern UPS system and suitable air
conditioning provide the highest level of availability for
the entire system in the RvZ Oberwesel.
This solution, which is based on industry-standard IP,
provides a system combining latest state-of-the-art technology with low operating cost.

After setting into operation of the various systems, testing and acceptance of the individual subsystems was
started. Following the last subsystems acceptance, early
February 2015 the overall systems acceptance began. Finally the system was handed over to the German Waterways Authority.

Thomas Vogt (Project leader WSA) und Michael Stichnothe
(Former project leader Schnoor Industrieelektronik) v.l.
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